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OBJECTIVELY CORRECT 

William D. Araiza* 

I’m deeply grateful to Professor Smith for his careful, incisive, but 
still generous Response1 to my Article.2 Professor Smith’s Response 
engages one of the fundamental questions my Article poses: Can one 
imagine a meaningful concept of unconstitutional animus—meaningful 
in terms of both the work it does and its fidelity to the idea’s underlying 
principles—without engaging in the personal vilification that is nicely 
described by the term “the jurisprudence of denigration” and that 
Professor Smith criticizes in his article of that name?3 I believe it is 
possible. I also believe the result is worth the effort. 

I.  THE CRITIQUE OF OBJECTIVE ANIMUS 
The nub of Professor Smith’s Response is that animus doctrine 

reflects the polarization of our culture to the point where the only 
common ground is a consensus that “it is wrong to act from pure hatred 
or hostility.”4 That realization both unlocks a doctrinal box but also warns 
of its contents. If hatred or hostility is the only phenomenon we can still 
agree to condemn, then of course advocates will argue that their 
opponents acted on exactly that motive. The problem is that if courts take 
the bait5 and explain their decisions on such grounds, those opinions will 
be “at least as problematic and polarizing as similar indictments made by 
mere pundits or politicians or lawyers.”6 Winners will bask in the glow 
of having won a decision that officially validates their superior moral 
credentials, losers will be embittered by landing on the wrong side of a 
moral judgment they believe deeply misconceives their motivations, and 
any hope of a post-war Westphalian settlement will disintegrate in the 
aftermath of a winner-take-all game of constitutional morality hardball. 
How much better to have lost simply because a three-part balancing test 
came out against you!7 

And yet, one might object that sometimes what a losing litigant has 
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 1. Steven D. Smith, Objective Animus?, 71 FLA. L. REV. F. 51 (2020) [hereinafter 
Objective Animus]. 
 2. William D. Araiza, Animus and its Discontents, 71 FLA. L. REV. 155 (2019) [hereinafter 
Animus and its Discontents]. 
 3. See Steven D. Smith, The Jurisprudence of Denigration, 48 U.C. DAVIS L. REV. 675 
(2014) [hereinafter Jurisprudence of Denigration] (exploring the deficiencies in contemporary 
constitutional and moral discourse).  
 4. Objective Animus, supra note 1, at 52 (emphasis omitted). 
 5. See id. (“Justices have sometimes found the temptation [to rely on an animus theory] 
irresistible.”). 
 6. Id. at 53. 
 7. See id. at 52 (noting “the difficulties and deficiencies” of this type of constitutional 
analysis). 
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done really is wrong. Tort defendants can be assessed punitive damages 
for reprehensible conduct and criminal defendants can have their 
sentences increased for essentially the same reason. So too, government 
officials can sometimes act based on either their own or their 
constituents’ explicit dislike of or desire to oppress or instantiate the 
lesser status of a group. Why would Virginia have banned interracial 
marriage involving whites, while allowing non-white racial and ethnic 
groups to intermarry among themselves to their hearts’ content? It’s hard 
to see any justification except a belief that whiteness—and no other racial 
identity—is a particularly valued thing that needs its purity protected.8 
The Supreme Court had no problem saying that and condemning it for 
what it was.9 On the rare (one hopes) occasions when it is appropriate, it 
should continue saying that, or its equivalent.10 

But this is not what Professor Smith takes issue with—for good 
reason, since my Article focuses more on what he describes as a 
mitigation strategy that assumes explicit conclusions of subjective bad 
intent should be minimized.11 Instead, Professor Smith argues that one 
cannot—or at least that my Article does not—offer a theory of animus 
that successfully mitigates that risk and steers animus doctrine away from 
inevitable accusations of subjective hatred.12 Professor Smith is correct 
that much of my Article focuses on that effort.13 This Reply responds to 
his argument. 

II.  SECOND THINGS FIRST: INSTITUTIONAL INTENT 
Professor Smith’s Response begins by critiquing the idea of objective 

intent.14 I respond to this critique in the next Part. Professor Smith’s 
second point, addressed here, considers the question of institutional 
intent.15 He concludes that I have not made the argument for an 
institutional intent that could, in substituting for individual humans’ 
subjective intents, constitute the foundation for an animus doctrine that 

 
 8.   See Loving v. Virginia, 388 U.S. 1, 11 (1967) (“The fact that Virginia only prohibits 
interracial marriages involving white persons demonstrates that the racial classifications must 
stand on their own justifications, as measures designed to maintain White Supremacy.”). 
 9. See id. 
 10. See generally William D. Araiza, Call it by its Name, 48 STETSON L. REV. 181 (2019) 
[hereinafter Call it by its Name] (calling for courts to use the term animus when they uncover 
clearly racist or similar motivations for government action). 
 11.  See Objective Animus, supra note 1, at 53. 
 12.  See id.  
 13. In my view, this mitigation strategy is not inconsistent with my call to courts to name 
invidiousness when they unquestionably encounter it. Some situations are simply not amenable 
to clear imputations of subjective beliefs in the fundamental inferiority of a given group, yet still 
may be appropriately identified as animus cases. 
 14.   See id.  
 15.  See id. at 55.   
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avoids his vilification charge.16 He argues, essentially, that such an 
institutional intent either amounts to simply an aggregation of the 
individual subjective intents of the institution’s human members (in 
which case the objectivity of the institutional intent collapses back into 
the subjectivity of the institution’s members’ intents) or that an as-yet 
undeveloped theory of a truly institutional intent, divorced from those 
aggregated human intents, might do the job—if I had worked out such a 
theory.17 

Professor Smith’s care is evident in his argument. But I believe it 
overlooks what already exists. We have a theory of institutional intent, 
one implied in the Supreme Court’s discriminatory intent cases beginning 
with Washington v. Davis.18 Beyond stating the black-letter 
discriminatory intent requirement, those cases reflect an understanding of 
institutional action that can do double duty in the animus context—as I 
argue the discriminatory intent doctrine can do more generally. 

For space reasons, we can focus on Davis itself. Davis considered a 
claim by African-American police academy candidates that a 
communications skills test administered to all academy candidates—Test 
21—discriminated against African-Americans because African-
American candidates failed at a higher rate than white candidates.19 As 
readers likely know, the Court used this case to announce and defend an 
intent test.20 But what is less well known is how the Court applied the 
intent test in Davis itself. The relative obscurity of Davis’ application of 
the intent test is unsurprising. As I’ve observed in other writing, the Davis 
Court’s application of the intent test is unclear21—certainly less clear than 
subsequent applications that were guided by the Court’s announcement, 
the very next year, of a set of factors relevant to the intent inquiry.22 But 
Davis’s initial application of the intent requirement is informative, 
nonetheless. 

When applying the Court’s newly announced intent requirement, 
Davis examined what one might call the holistics of the situation. The 
Court seemed to think that Test 21 was an appropriate one for police 
recruits, given their need to communicate, often in highly stressful 
situations.23 The Court noted that Test 21 was generally used in 
government service.24 The Court also expressed confidence in the police 

 
 16.  See id. at 56.  
 17.  See id.   
 18. 426 U.S. 229 (1976). 
 19.   Id.  
 20.  See id. at 239. 
 21. See WILLIAM D. ARAIZA, ANIMUS: A SHORT INTRODUCTION TO BIAS IN THE LAW 149–
50 (2017). 
 22. See Vill. of Arlington Heights v. Metro. Hous. Dev. Corp., 429 U.S. 252, 267 (1977).  
 23.  See Davis, 426 U.S. at 245–46. 
 24.  See id.  
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department’s underlying receptiveness to African-Americans, noting its 
outreach efforts to the African-American community.25  

None of these factors spoke directly to the police department’s 
(“Department”) discriminatory motive in adopting Test 21. To 
approximate Professor Smith’s terminology, none of those factors spoke 
directly to anyone’s subjective motivation on the Test 21 issue. Instead, 
those factors spoke to the institution’s general attitude toward racial 
inclusiveness and the test’s appropriateness. Finding that general attitude 
to be a benign one and the test to be related to the Department’s legitimate 
needs, the Court was not inclined to find discriminatory intent in the 
Department’s adoption of Test 21. 

We can understand the significance of the Court’s approach by 
considering an alternative set of facts. What if the Department had 
plucked Test 21 out of a hat, so to speak, rather than selecting a test 
already in widespread use? What if the Department had been the subject 
of many employment discrimination claims, or, perhaps less directly (and 
hence even more to my point), many lawsuits alleging inappropriate uses 
of force involving racial minorities?  And what if the Department had 
made no employment or operational outreach efforts to the African-
American community? Presumably, since the Court thought the real 
version of these facts suggested a finding of no discriminatory intent, 
these alternative versions might have led the Court to conclude that the 
Department’s adoption of Test 21 reflected discriminatory intent. But 
why would the presence of these alternative facts have mattered to the 
intent inquiry? Because we could aggregate individual bad intents among 
individual members of the institution? Why would those intents matter, 
if the captains and the patrol officers responsible for use-of-force abuses 
had no control over the Department’s cadet selection protocols? Why 
would those intents matter, if the recruitment officers or precinct captains 
in charge of outreach efforts similarly had no control over those 
protocols? 

In other words, on these hypothesized facts, perhaps we would 
conclude that the institution simply had a culture that was unwelcoming 
to minorities. On those facts, the Department’s embrace of Test 21 might 
look different. The Department’s embrace of a test that produced racially-
disparate impacts might look more discriminatory—indeed, more 
invidious. As an institution.26  

 
 25.  See id. at 237. 
 26. This necessarily brief analysis essentially applies, in a more holistic way, the factors the 
Court set forth the year after Davis in Arlington Heights. One can perform this same exercise by 
explicitly deploying those factors. I believe it is useful to use Davis as the example because it 
captures the Court’s initial, intuitive and non-rule-driven application of the concept of 
discriminatory intent as applied to a large, complex government institution. 
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III.  WHAT AM I HIDING? 

Consider now Professor Smith’s first point, about the 
subjective/objective idea per se, divorced from any overlay relating to 
theories of institutional behavior.27 As I read his critique, he argues that 
if one is going to create an animus doctrine that avoids the vilification 
objection, one must understand the animus conclusion as either a 
presumption or a fiction.28 A presumption would act as an evidentiary 
tool, moving from observable evidence to a conclusion that the evidence 
suggests the existence of something that is too difficult to uncover 
directly: in this case, animus. 

I will focus on the second idea—the fiction idea.29 This idea posits 
that animus can be understood as a fiction a judge foists, for some reason, 
onto a fact pattern. Professor Smith wonders about that reason.30 He 
argues, rightly, that there must be a justification for embracing a legal 
fiction—here, that a governmental action that was not suffused with 
subjective, human dislike should nevertheless be labelled as based in 
“animus.”31 If there is no such justification, he says, the animus label is 
unwarranted.32 But, he argues, if there is a reason, why not just name it?33 
To borrow my own title to a speech I gave about animus, why not call 
these other justifications by their (non-animus) names?34 

Here’s why. The labels attached to such reasons have no legal 
significance in and of themselves. Think about what those reasons may 

 
 27.  See Objective Animus, supra note 1, at 53. 
 28.  Id. at 54. 
 29. A brief word on the presumption idea. As I read it, Professor Smith’s discussion of that 
idea is closely related to the institutional intent idea. Professor Smith suggests that I embrace the 
presumption option he offers because I call for courts to use, in animus cases, factors very similar 
to those the Court embraced in Arlington Heights to identify discriminatory intent. See id. at 54 
n.21. He thus implies that those factors are useful only because they allow courts to presume bad 
individual subjective intent that is difficult to identify directly. Therefore, he doubts whether those 
factors allow me to escape the vilification problem, since all they do is allow courts to presume, 
rather than find directly, the same subjective intent I try to avoid. 
  But those factors do something else: they speak to the question of institutional intent. 
This matters because the institutional intent the Arlington Heights factors seek to uncover is not a 
mere collection of individual members’ subjective intents that are simply aggregated and then 
labelled “institutional.” Rather, it is a true institutional intent. Indeed, one of those factors—the 
broader history of an institution’s conduct toward the general issue that is the subject of the equal 
protection challenge—has no logical or empirical connection to any current member’s subjective 
state of mind. Part II of this Reply discusses the coherence of an objective institutional intent 
concept. 
 30.  See id. at 55.  
 31.  See id.  
 32.  Id. 
 33.  Id.  
 34. See Call it by its Name, supra note 10. 
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be. Why might a person wish to use governmental power to subordinate 
a transgender person or a fundamentalist Christian? Perhaps the 
oppressor is deeply uncomfortable with such people in ways that 
transcend mere disapproval of conduct in which those people engage. We 
are not so far removed from the days of Jim Crow that we cannot conceive 
of the notion that certain people feel viscerally uncomfortable with the 
very idea of a certain type of person. Transgender people likely 
understand this dynamic well, given the particular ferocity with which 
violence against them is often perpetrated. Or perhaps the oppressor’s 
system of morality consigns certain persons to an intrinsically lower 
rank.35 Such systems can, of course, be closely related to culture. 

A simple sense of personal discomfort, or religious, moral, or cultural 
beliefs: How does one translate those motivations into legal doctrine? 
One way is to conclude that such factors simply should be deemed 
inadequate to justify government action, especially when the effect of that 
action is to subordinate people based on their status. Thus, one can say 
that such motivations are simply out of bounds. Or one can abstract one 
level up, and explain that such attitudes, if acted upon, reflect what the 
law calls animus.36  

This move goes some way toward resolving the vilification charge. 
Nobody thinks a faith community commits a public wrong when it 
sincerely believes—indeed, mourns what it believes to be the fact—that 
non-believers are condemned to eternal damnation. Nevertheless, a 

 
 35. See, e.g., Dred Scott v. Sandford, 60 U.S. 393, 407 (1856) (stating that founding-era 
beliefs in Africans’ inferiority constituted “an axiom in morals as well as in politics”). Whether 
the nineteenth century use of the word “morals” corresponds exactly to our modern conception of 
“morality” is not the point; rather, the idea is that deep-seated belief systems may generate specific 
beliefs about status-based inequality that, if acted upon, should constitute animus. 
 36. In prior writing, Professor Smith engages another scholar, Dale Carpenter, on this point, 
questioning Professor Carpenter’s move, analogous to mine, from labeling such justifications 
inadmissible to calling them animus-based. See Jurisprudence of Denigration, supra note 3, at 
684 n.19. But this move is implicit in any theory of objective animus—that is, any animus theory 
that avoids focusing exclusively on government actions for which invidious subjective human 
motivations are plainly visible.  

Professor Smith might very well respond that that’s the entire problem: Abstracting up from 
those assumedly inadmissible motivations into a finding of “objective animus” is simply a wrong 
move. Speculating even more, Professor Smith might argue that, even assuming the 
inadmissibility of these other motives (for example, those based in religion), but see id. 
(questioning that assumption), the animus label remains inappropriate because it is equivalent to 
an allegation of hatred. See id. This (admittedly speculative) response cuts to the foundation of 
our disagreement. I believe that an animus conclusion need not carry the full sting Professor Smith 
sees in it. It still hurts—unquestionably. See Animus and its Discontents, supra note 2, at 190 
(acknowledging this). My project seeks to mitigate that sting, while recognizing that it will remain 
to some degree. But Professor Smith appears to find problematic accusations of “hateful” 
purposes even in Davis-style findings of discriminatory intent. See Jurisprudence of Denigration, 
supra note 3, at 697. This is surely an anti-animus position, based on the vilification concern, on 
steroids. 
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governmental entity dominated by members of that faith community 
should not be able to operationalize that belief into a law that accords 
non-believers second-class civil status, just like an institution dominated 
by secular interests cannot accord believers second-class civil status 
based on their beliefs.37 

IV.  STITCHING THE PIECES TOGETHER 
Why animus? In some ways, the answer is straightforward. My Article 

argues that animus is the endpoint of much of the Supreme Court’s 
current equal protection doctrine.38 Race classifications defended as 
benign are subject to strict scrutiny in order to “smoke out”39 illegitimate 
uses of race, not simply in order to act as a sifter that ensures that only a 
tiny percentage of such classifications, arbitrarily selected, survive. Near-
strict scrutiny is accorded sex classifications because today we think that 
most such laws reflect unflattering “generalizations” or “stereotypes” 
about women. Animus is a shortcut to those ultimate conclusions—
bypassing not just the formal Davis discriminatory intent inquiry, but also 
the tiered scrutiny structure that follows from discriminatory intent 
conclusions. 

But the concept of animus can play a more profound role in American 
constitutional law. It can connect the modern version of that law to its 
foundations, by instantiating the nineteenth century’s rejection of class 
legislation and, even more anciently, Madison’s warning against factions. 
Opposition to class legislation and factions reflects the republican 
principle that government may act only in pursuit of a public interest, 
with decisions made on terms acceptable to all, even if one disagrees with 
the application of those terms in a given case.40 Thus, just as “because we 
say so” is not an adequate justification for government action burdening 
a group, neither is “because you creep us out.” Indeed, neither is “because 
this law will make some of us rich.” This last statement—reflecting the 
broadest anti-class legislation idea that government must not act in 
pursuit of the purely private interests of even a large set of citizens—is 
capacious enough to include animus as a subpart. Just like the material 

 
 37. Cf. Masterpiece Cakeshop v. Colo. Civil Rights Comm’n, 138 S. Ct. 1719, 1723 (2018). 
Whether the commissioner in Masterpiece in fact did that and, if so, how his conduct affected the 
full commission’s decision, constitute additional questions. 
 38. See Animus and its Discontents, supra note 2, at 186 (“[I]n animus cases the tool of 
heightened scrutiny is, by hypothesis, unavailable. But the end point of the Court's review is the 
same: In both animus and heightened scrutiny cases, the court ultimately seeks to determine 
whether the challenged law reflects discrimination that can fairly be described as invidious.”). 
 39. City of Richmond v. J.A. Croson Co., 488 U.S. 469, 493 (1989) (plurality opinion). 
 40. This idea is closely related to Justice Stevens’s frequent admonition that the 
fundamental requirement of equal protection is that government must govern impartially. See, 
e.g., Craig v. Boren, 429 U.S. 190, 211 (1976) (Stevens, J., concurring) (“There is only one Equal 
Protection Clause. It requires every State to govern impartially.”). 
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rent-seeking reflected in that last statement is illegitimate, so is psychic 
rent-seeking. At the end of the day, that’s what animus is. 

CONCLUSION 
Animus is a terrifically difficult concept to operationalize, even 

though it is one that strikes an intuitive chord, including among those not 
otherwise inclined to the legal results for which it has served as a 
foundation.41 I’m grateful to Professor Smith for his incisive Response 
pulling on the admitted loose threads of this still-undertheorized doctrine. 
At the end of the day, however, I believe that the stitching holds together 
and that the garment fits the larger design mold of the American 
constitutional tradition. 

 
 41. See Romer v. Evans, 517 U.S. 620, 636, 644 (1996) (Scalia, J., dissenting) (“Of course 
it is our moral heritage that one should not hate any human being or class of human beings.”). 


